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This packet contains raw information.  No attempt has been made to analyze this 
data.  It is provided as a courtesy to give benchmarks for information pertaining to 
the online communities for the NRL and the Canberra Raiders.
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43 Things
43 things is a goal setting community found at http://www.43things.com/.  As of June 18, 
2010, there are no goals related to the Canberra Raiders.  There are 8 total goals for all 
other NRL teams.

Alexa
Alexa ranks websites based on traffic.  This data is gathered using toolbars that people 
on the web download and install. Data was gathered on selected dates as indicated by 
the column included.  The higher the rank, the more traffic a site gets in Australia.  Traffic 
patterns for NRL and AFL teams tend to fluctuate based on day of the week, with 
increased traffic on and around game day.

1-May-10 10-May-10 13-May-10 18-May-10 2-Jun-10 5-Jun-10 8-Jun-10 14-Jun-10 16-Jun-10 17-Jun-10 18-Jun-10
NRL 137 124 127 128 130 139 126 123 123 126
Brisbane Broncos 5,668 6,972 6,094 5,857 4,885 4,540
Canberra Raiders 13,870 14,489 14,533
Canterbury-Bankstown Bulldogs 11,071
Cronulla Sharks 15,193 18,169 16,195 15,352
Gold Coast Titans 14,807 19,366 22,673 25,240
Manly Warringah Sea Eagles 8,316
Melbourne Storm 2,730 2,564 2,434 11,340 12,304 25,470 26,107 22,130
New Zealand Warriors 51,669
Newcastle Knights 27,042 67,121 93,609 78,206
North Queensland Cowboys n/a
Parramatta Eels 9,938
Penrith Panthers 23,276 25,798 20,462 19,275 20,629

Official NRL Club Websites:  Australian Traffic Ranking by Date

Penrith Panthers 23,276 25,798 20,462 19,275 20,629
South Sydney Rabbitohs 6,009 7,131 7,809 6,941 6,695 6,538
St George Illawarra Dragons 4,845 4,664 5,398 6,580 6,909 7,941
Sydney Roosters 8,793 15,478 13,796 14,037 13,503
Wests Tigers 15,508
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Bebo
Bebo is a social networking site that is popular in Australia, Ireland and the United 
Kingdom.  As of June 18, 2010, 85  people listed “Canberra Raiders” as an interest on the 
site.  Information was available for 79 of these members.  This compares to January 24, 
2010 when 83 people had listed the team as an interest and their information visible.  
The following charts give a demographic picture of the fans on bebo.

Gender 24-Jan-10 18-Jun-10
Female 11 11
Male 51 57
Unknown 21 11
Total 83 79
% female 13% 14%
% male 61% 72%
% unknown 25% 14%

Canberra Raiders on Bebo

State 24-Jan-10 18-Jun-10
Australian Capital Territory 11 11
New South Wales 20 24
Northern Territory 0 0
Queensland 9 10
South Australia 0 0
Tasmania 0 0

Canberra Raiders on Bebo

Age 24-Jan-10 18-Jun-10
Mean 23.4 23.3
Median 21 22
Mode 19 20
Count 44 49

Canberra Raiders on Bebo

Country 24-Jan-10 18-Jun-10
Australia 43 50
New Zealand 2 3
United Kingdom 1 1
Total 46 54
% Australia 93.5% 92.6%

Canberra Raiders on Bebo

People can list the city that they live in on their profile.  The following map gives an idea 
of the geographic distribution of Raiders fans on bebo who live in Queensland, New 
South Wales and the ACT.

Tasmania 0 0
Victoria 1 1
Western Australia 1 1

% Australia 93.5% 92.6%
% New Zealand 4.3% 5.6%
% United Kingdom 2.2% 1.9%
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Bebo
Bebo allows users to upload video, create pages for bands and to create groups.  The 
following chart shows the number of items listed for each time by category and date.  
These numbers are generally static and do not change regularly.

BlackPlanet
BlackPlanet is a popular network for African Americans.  The site’s audience is mostly 
American but there are a few Australians and Australian sports fans on the network.  As 
of June 18, 2010, zero people list the Canberra Raiders as an interest.  One person listed 
the NRL as an interest.
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blogger
blogger is a popular blog hosting site.  People’s profiles include interests that they list.  As 
of June 19, 2010, 4 people list the Canberra Raiders an interest.  This number is 
unchanged since January 15, 2010. This compares to the Melbourne Storm who have 5 
people who include them as an interest, 10 for the Wests Tigers, 1 for the Newtown Jets 
and 2 for the Gold Coast Titans. The following chart dates to January 2010 and includes 
demographic data related to people who listed NRL teams as an interest.
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care2
care2 is a small social network dedicated to people who are interested in making a 
difference.  There is a small population of Australians and Australian sport fans on the 
network.  As of June 16, 2010, zero people list the Canberra Radiers as an interest, no 
one has uploaded any photos of the team, created a group, blogged about or created a 
petition about the Canberra Raiders.  People have done this for the Melbourne Storm and 
Parramatta Eels.

Compete
Compete is an analytics company similar to Alexa.  It also collects information from user 
installed toolbars to calculate how many estimated unique visitors sites get each months. 
Compete’s calculations are based on US visitors only.  Below is a table and chart showing 
these estimates for the period between May 2009 and May 2010.

Canberra 
Raiders

Wests 
Tigers

New Zealand 
Warriors

Brisbane 
Broncos

Melbourne 
Storm

May-09 296 491 0 832 296
Jun-09 0 0 0 807 86
Jul-09 1673 362 0 1150 518
Aug-09 12 281 0 1047 0
Sep-09 197 381 0 1032 280

Compete: Unique Visitors

Oct-09 234 401 0 1 1079
Nov-09 10 0 0 0 3
Dec-09 198 29 0 480 15
Jan-10 3 20 0 13 8
Feb-10 131 18 0 338 16
Mar-10 16 1808 0 245 16
Apr-10 880 1379 0 1041 2834
May-10 913 1857 0 1364 1248
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Facebook
Facebook is the most popular social network in Australia.  There are several ways to 
measure community size on the network.  One involves interest searching based on 
http://www.facebook.com/ads/create/ , a tool for advertisers to market based on 
demographic information and keywords. The ads page says that 7,980 people list the 
Canberra Raiders as an interest as of June 16, 2010.  Facebook ad data can be broken 
down into several categories.  The following chart contains information about total 
population of Canberra Raiders fans based on those categories.

ecademy
ecademy is a small social network for business professionals that is an alternative to 
LinkedIn.  Zero people list the Canberra Raiders, Parramatta Eels or Melbourne Storm as 
an interest or company they have worked for.  There are people who list Australian teams 
as an interesting, including some one who listed the Canberra Capitals of the WNBL and 
some one else who listed the Adelaide Crows of the AFL.
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facebook
Another way to measure interest is based on the number of fanpages dedicated to a 
team and the total people who like the fanpage.  The following table contains list of 
communities that feature the Canberra Raiders and the total members for those pages.  
The list was compiled on June 19, 2010.

Fanpages tend to be more desirable as updates by the maintainer can appear on a user’s 
timeline.  This is not always the case with groups.  Fanpages are also given a preference 
when people are searching for a term.

Foursquare
Foursquare is the most popular geolocation service in Australia.  Foursquare allows users Foursquare is the most popular geolocation service in Australia.  Foursquare allows users 
to checkin to locations, get badges for the type and quantity of checkins they make, find 
out where their friends are and become mayor of a place by checking into a location 
more times than anyone else.  It also allows people to over advice about a location, 
create to do items for locations, and locate a place on a map.  A location for Canberra 
Stadium has been created.  The following is a list of total checkins for the location.  
These totals were tallied between 9pm that day and 8am the morning after.
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Gaia Online
Gaia Online is a role playing network that has a number of social networking 
components. It is relatively popular in Australia and tends to cater to a teenaged 
audience.  As of June 21, 2010, one member lists the Canberra Raiders.  This is 
unchanged from March 11, 2010.  There are a few fans of the NRL and other teams in 
Australia on the network  They are included on the list below.

Interest Name City State Country Age Gender Registered
Brisbane Broncos Wallad Australia 18
Parramatta Eels sharmayn Sydney New South Wales Australia 18 1-Jun-07
Sydney Roosters Slick_Schmitchick69 Coonabarabran New South Wales Australia Female 25-Nov-05
Sydney Roosters amzleigh_chick69 Coonabarabran New South Wales Australia Female 24-Nov-05
Sydney Roosters VolfiesPup
Sydney FC moT-Tnica Australia Female 17-Apr-07
Sydney FC Baptista Male 3-Sep-05
Canberra Raiders The Bullgod Canberra Australian Capital TerritoryAustralia 22 16-Feb-06
Western Bulldogs amzalli .̂^ Australia 16 Female 14-Dec-05
ACT Brumbies The Bullgod Canberra Australian Capital TerritoryAustralia 22 16-Feb-06

Gowalla
Gowalla is one of the three most popular geolocation services in Australia. It is not as Gowalla is one of the three most popular geolocation services in Australia. It is not as 
popular as foursquare. People use it to checkin at places where they are at the moment.  
They can upload pictures they take at a location.  It is half game where you collect pins 
for quantity and type of checkins. It is also a way of finding out what your friends are 
doing, finding out about the location and getting advice for things to do at the location.

Canberra Stadium is listed on the service at http://gowalla.com/spots/83907 .  Raiders 
fans have checked in to games in the past, including one fan at the Raiders vs. Broncos 
game about three months ago.
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IceRocket
Ice Rocket is a search engine.  One of the things that it has is a specialized blog search.  
Using this search, you can tabulate how many posts by day were made involving a 
specific search team.  A search was run for the “Canberra Raiders.”  The following chart 
was constructed those that data for the period between March 1 and June 20, 2010.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn is a social network aimed at professionals.  It is really popular in the United 
States.  There are several groups dedicated to Australian sports teams on it.  There are 
no groups dedicated to the Canberra Raiders on it.  There are groups for the Brisbane 
Broncos and Sydney Roosters.
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LiveJournal and Clones
LiveJournal is a blogging site that is popular in Australia.  The software is opensource and 
several people have created clones. There are a number of communities and a lot of 
people who list Australian sports teams as interests on LiveJournal and its clones.  28 
people list the Canberra Raiders as an interest on LiveJournal. No one lists the team as 
an interest on the more popular clones including InsaneJournal, JournalFen, Dreamwidth 
Studios, Blurty and inksome.  Below is a table with details about all the people listing the 
team as an interest.

Of the 5 communities that list the team as an interest, none are specifically about the 
Canberra Raiders.  A full text search for the team on the network indicates that while 28 
people list them as an interest, few bother to discuss them publicly.  1 post was made 
around June 14, and one was made on May 4, 2010.  The next most recent publicly 
available in LiveJournal’s search post was made on June 23, 2009.
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MySpace
MySpace was one of the first social networking sites to hit the mainstream.  In the past 
three years, its popularity has declined but still maintains an active population.  When 
searching for Canberra Raiders on June 21, 2010, 2 people, 0 songs, 0 artists, 1 music 
video, 7 videos,  42 images, and 0 groups were found. 

Right now, Twitter is one of the most popular social networking sites.  The NRL, its clubs, 
players and fans have a presence on the service. Below is a chart showing the follows, 
follower, list counts for a selection of NRL related Twitter accounts.  The data was 
collected on June 21, 2010.

Twitter

orkut
orkut is a social network owned by Google.  It has a small community of Australian users 
but largely caters to a Brazilian and Indian audience.  There is are 3 users, 1 community 
and 14 topics that mention the “Canberra Raiders.”   All of the topics date back to 2006.
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The chart below tracks the historical growth patterns for the RaidersCanberra account on 
Twitter. It is compared to the growth of Facebook friends for 
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1589355881

Twitter
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Yahoo!Groups
Mailing lists were at their most popular between 5 and 15 years ago.  Since then, their 
popularity has diminished a bit as the popularity of social networking has grown.  There 
continues to be a small but dedicated community of Australian sports fans on 
Yahoo!Groups, the most popular mailing list provider.  Most of this activity takes place in 
the NRL and AFL.  A search of groups on Yahoo!Groups turned up one groups dedicated 
to Canberra Raiders, raiders82.  The group has not had a post since March 2008.

Yahoo!Groups Canberra Raiders Groups Posting Volume
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